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Revenue and Proﬁts
We have seen the costs that each ﬁrm faces. Costs are the money going
out of the ﬁrm. Now we will look at the money coming into the ﬁrm and
also see what the owner (entrepreneur) can keep for himself.
There are many diﬀerent types of revenue.
Total Revenue (TR): This is the total amount of payment received by the
ﬁrm for providing its goods and services.
MathemaMcally
TR = P x Q
Average Revenue (AR): is revenue per unit of output.
MathemaMcally
TR
AR =
Q
PxQ
∴AR =
Q
∴AR = P
The AR curve is the demand curve faced by the ﬁrm. When you are
drawing a ﬁrm’s demand curve, you are also drawing its Average Revenue
curve. They are one and the same.
Marginal Revenue (MR): is the extra revenue received by the ﬁrm for
producing one extra unit of output.
MathemaMcally
MR = TR2 - TR1
Proﬁt (π): Total Revenue - Total Costs
Proﬁt is a residual payment. It is the reward to the entrepreneur for
seJng up the business. I.e. The entrepreneur gets what is leK over.
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Deciding what QuanCty to Produce
Commercial businesses are set up by the entrepreneur in order to make a
proﬁt and the more proﬁt the beQer.
In economics, we say that ﬁrms are proﬁt maximisers. The entrepreneur
wants to make the most money he can.
In order to do this he looks at two ideas that we have already discussed.
Marginal Revenue and Marginal Cost
Marginal revenue is the extra revenue received by the ﬁrm for producing
one extra unit of output.
Marginal Cost is the cost, faced by the ﬁrm, of producing one extra unit
of output.
If we go back to the example of the computer factory, Marginal Revenue
is the amount of money the ﬁrm gets for making and selling one more
computer. Marginal Cost is cost of making that one extra computer.
See the graph below.
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NOTE: The Marginal Revenue Curve has no deﬁnite shape but is usually a
downward sloping straight line.
If the ﬁrm is producing one good, the extra money that the ﬁrm gets for
this good (MR1) is greater than the cost of making that good (MC1).
Therefore, the ﬁrm earns more money making that good than it costs
them to make it and as such it chooses to make this good.
Having decided to produce the ﬁrst good, the ﬁrm looks at the Marginal
Revenue and the Marginal Cost of producing the second good. The extra
revenue earned for producing the second good (MR2) is greater than the
cost of its producMon (MC2) and as such they produce that good.
If the ﬁrm produces another good (good 3), the extra revenue earned
(MR3) is exactly equal to the cost of making this good (MC3). The ﬁrm will
make this good and now all possible proﬁt has been exhausted.
If the ﬁrm produces another good (good 4), the cost of producing this
good (MC) is greater than the revenue received by the ﬁrm for its
producMon (MR). Therefore, the producMon of good 4 would cost the ﬁrm
more to produce than it would receive in revenue and as such the ﬁrm
would choose not to produce this good as it would make a loss on this
good.

Revenue/
Cost

Marginal Revenue and Marginal Cost
Proﬁt Maximising CondiMon
MC = MR
(and MC is rising faster aKer
that point and cuts
MR from below)
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From the diagram overleaf we get the following properiMes.
1) If the ﬁrm is currently operaMng at a point where MR > MC the ﬁrm
will increase proﬁts by increasing output.
2) If the ﬁrm is currently operaMng at a point where MR < MC the ﬁrm
will increase proﬁts by reducing output.
3) The quanMty of output (the amount of stuﬀ that the ﬁrm should
make) that the ﬁrm should produce in order to get the most amount
of proﬁt possible is the quanMty where
MC = MR
(and MC is rising faster aKer that point and cuts MR from below)
Proﬁts
Now that we know the amount of output that the ﬁrm will produce (the
level of output where MC = MR and MC is rising faster aKer that point
and cuts MR from below), we can tell what sort of proﬁts they will earn
by comparing the ﬁrms Average Revenue (AR) and their Average Cost
(AC) curves.
1) Supernormal Proﬁts (SNP): SNP are earned when the ﬁrm is
producing where AR > AC. This is proﬁt that is earned in excess of the
minimum amount necessary to keep the ﬁrm in business in the Long
Run (Normal Proﬁt). They represent’s an ineﬃciency in the market as
the consumer is paying more for the good than is necessary.
2) Loss: a loss is made if the ﬁrm produces where AR < AC.
3) Normal Proﬁts: Normal proﬁts are earned when the ﬁrm is producing
where AC = AR. A ﬁrm must earn at least Normal Proﬁts if it is to stay
in business in the long run.
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Equilibrium6Posi1on6of6a6Monopoly
Supernormal
Proﬁt with Downward Sloping Demand Curve
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1) Equilibrium: Occurs at point E where MC = MR and MC is
cuts(MR(from(below.(
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2) Price Charged & Output Produced: The ﬁrm produces 1(
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3) Cost of producCon: The cost of producing each unit of
4) Super6Normal6Proﬁts:6This(ﬁrm(is(earning(SNP’s(–(represented(by(
output is C1.
the(shaded(area(above.(They(are(earning(SNP’s(because(AR(>(AC(
4) Super Normal Proﬁts: This ﬁrm is earning SNP’s –
and(they(can(conLnue(to(earn(SNP’s(in(the(longrun(because(
represented by the shaded area above. They are earning
barriers(to(entry(exist.(
SNP’s because AR > AC.
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5) Waste of Scarce Resources: Because the ﬁrm is not
the(lowest(point(of(the(AC(curve(it(is(wasLng(scarce(resources.(

producing at the lowest point of the AC curve it is wasMng
scarce resources. Also, the ﬁrm is earning a greater reward
NOTE:(When(asked(a(quesLon(about(the(equilibrium(posiLon(in(
than is necessary to keep the ﬁrm in the industry in the
Monopoly,(just(reproduce(this(page(exactly(as(it(is.
long run (SNP).
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SuperShortrun'Equilibrium'Posi:on'of'a'Perfectly'Compe::ve'Firm
Normal Proﬁt with Perfectly ElasCc Demand Curve
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1) From'the'assump,ons'we'know'that'a'Perfectly'Compe,,ve'ﬁrm'is'
Equilibrium: Occurs at point E where MC = MR and MC is
1) a'Proﬁt'Maximiser.'Therefore'they'produce'at'the'proﬁt'maximizing'
rising and cuts MR fromoutput'where''
below.

& Output Produced: The ﬁrm produces
2) Price Charged
MC'='MR'(and'MC'is'rising)
output Q1 and sells it at price PMARKET on the market.
8
of producing each unit of
3) Cost of producCon: The cost
output is C1.
4) Super Normal Proﬁts: This ﬁrm is earning SNP’s –
represented by the shaded area above. They are earning
SNP’s because AR > AC.
5) Waste of Scarce Resources: Because the ﬁrm is not
producing at the lowest point of the AC curve it is wasMng
scarce resources. Also, the ﬁrm is earning a greater reward
than is necessary to keep the ﬁrm in the industry in the
long run (SNP).
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Loss with Downward Sloping Demand Curve
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1) Equilibrium: Occurs at point E where MC = MR and MC is
rising and cuts MR from below.
2) Price Charged & Output Produced: The ﬁrm produces
output Q1 and sells it at price P1 on the market.
3) Cost of producCon: The cost of producing each unit of
output is C1.
4) Loss: This ﬁrm is suﬀering a loss – represented by the
shaded area above. They are suﬀering a loss because
AR < AC.
5) Waste of Scarce Resources: Because the ﬁrm is not
producing at the lowest point of the AC curve it is wasMng
scarce resources. Also, the ﬁrm is using scarce resources
and with these scarce resources is producing output
valued less than the resources used to produce these
inputs. The ﬁrm (loss) is making society poorer.
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Loss With a Perfectly ElasCc Demand Curve
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1) Equilibrium: Occurs at point E where MC = MR and MC is
rising and cuts MR from below.
2) Price Charged & Output Produced: The ﬁrm produces output
Q1 and sells it at price P1 on the market.
3) Cost of producCon: The cost of producing each unit of output
is C1.
4) Loss: This ﬁrm is suﬀering a loss – represented by the shaded
area above. They are suﬀering a loss because AR < AC.
5) Waste of Scarce Resources: Because the ﬁrm is not producing
at the lowest point of the AC curve it is wasMng scarce
resources. Also, the ﬁrm is using scarce resources and with
these scarce resources is producing output valued less than
the resources used to produce these inputs. The ﬁrm (loss) is
making society poorer.
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Normal)Proﬁts.)That)is,)the)SNP)will)eventually)fall)to)zero.)See)graph)
below.Normal Proﬁts with a Downward Sloping Demand Curve
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Equilibrium / Proﬁt MaximisaCon: occurs at point E

1) From)the)assump,ons,)we)know)that)Imperfectly)Compe,,ve)ﬁrms)
where MC = MR (MC is rising and cuts MR from
are)Proﬁts)Maximisers)and)as)such)produce)the)quan,ty)of)output)
below).
where)MC)=)MR)and)MC)is)rising.)Point)E.

2) Price and QuanCty: The level of output produced is
2) Therefore,)the)ﬁrm)produces)quan,ty)Q
)and)charges)price)P
Q1 and the price the ﬁrm sells1this
output at is P1.1.
3) Costs: The average cost of producMon is shown at
3) At)this)quan,ty,)the)Average)Revenue)Curve)equals)the)Average)Cost)
point B.
Curve)(AR)=)AC))and)as)such,)the)ﬁrm)is)earning)Normal)Proﬁts.)))))
4) Proﬁt: This ﬁrm is earning normal proﬁts because AR
Point)B.
= AC.
If)we)look)closer)at)where)the)Average)Revenue)Curve)meets)the)Average)
5) Eﬃciency: The ﬁrm is not producing at the lowest
Cost)Curve,)we)see)that)the)Average)Revenue)Curve)is)a)tangent)to)the)
point of AC curve this indicates that the ﬁrm is wasMng
Average)Cost)Curve.)When)describing)this)situa,on)we)say)that)the)
scarce resources.
Average)Revenue)Curve)is)tangen,al)to)the)Average)Cost)Curve.
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Normal Proﬁt with a Perfectly ElasCc Demand Curve

The'Longrun'Equilibrium'Posi:on'of'a'Perfectly'Compe::ve'Firm
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In'the'Longrun
1) Equilibrium / Proﬁt MaximisaCon: occurs at point E
1)where
The'ﬁrm'produces'where'MC'='MR.'From'the'assump,ons'we'
MC = MR (MC is rising and cuts MR from
know'that'Perfectly'Compe,,ve'ﬁrms'are'proﬁt'maximisers'and'as'
below).
such'produce'at'the'proﬁt'maximizing'level'of'output'where
2) Price
and QuanCty: The level of output produced is

Q1 and the price the ﬁrm sells this output at is PM.
MC'='MR'(and'MC'is'rising)
3) Costs: The average cost of producMon is shown at
E.
2)point
The'ﬁrm'produces''units'of'goods'and'charges'the'market'price'of'
4) Proﬁt:
PM. This ﬁrm is earning normal proﬁts because
AR = AC.
3) At'Q1'units'of'output,'the'ﬁrm'is'producing'where'AR'='AC'and'as'
5) Eﬃciency:
The ﬁrm is producing at the lowest point of
such'is'earning'normal'proﬁt.'A'perfectly'compe,,ve'ﬁrm'can'only'
AC curve which shows that the ﬁrm is making the best
earn'Normal'Proﬁt'in'the'longrun.
use
of its scarce resources. The ﬁrm is producing at the
4)most
The'ﬁrm'is'producing'at'the'minimum'point'of'the'AC'curve.'This'is'
eﬃcient level of output possible.
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Economics Proﬁt V’s AccounCng Proﬁt
Looking at the last two diagrams where the ﬁrm earned Normal Proﬁt, it
might seem unusual that any entrepreneur would conMnue to operate a
business where there is no money leK over for the entrepreneur to keep
for himself. If Average Revenue equals Average Cost (AR = AC), then the
entrepreneur is just covering his costs and has nothing to keep for
himself. That doesn’t make any sense, people start a business to make
money. So why is this the case?
To understand exactly how much money the entrepreneur gets to keep
when Normal Proﬁt is being earned, we have to disMnguish between
“AccounMng Proﬁt” and “Economic Proﬁt”.
AccounCng Proﬁt: Total Revenue minus Total Explicit Costs
Explicit Costs: are input costs that require an outlay of money by the
ﬁrm
Economic Proﬁt: Total Revenue minus Total Costs, including both
Implicit and Explicit Costs.
Implicit Costs: input costs that do not require an outlay of money by the
ﬁrm
Opportunity Costs: Is the cost of forgone alternaMves
ExplanaCon of AccounCng Proﬁt V’s Economic Proﬁt
SomeMmes people need to readjust their thinking as to what costs mean
in economics. From an accounMng standpoint, cost refer to direct or outof-pocket or explicit costs. In other words, what do I, the business owner,
pay for the resources that I use to produce my product. AccounMng costs
are explicit costs.
This means that some accounMng standpoint proﬁt is total revenue minus
explicit costs where Total Revenue can be found by taking the number of
units sold Mmes the price charge for each unit.

Total Revenue
- Total Explicit Costs
AccounCng Proﬁt
Jonathan Traynor
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An economist however would tell you that you’re omiJng a criMcal
component. What about the value of the resources you already own that
could be used elsewhere? For Example, your labor goes in your business
but you could sell that labour couldn't you we have a name for these
implicit or indirect costs, Opportunity Costs.
Opportunity Costs: Is the cost of forgone alternaMves
Economic Cost do of course include the explicit or accounMng costs but
also the implicit or opportunity cost. So economic costs are both explicit
and implicit costs. From an economic standpoint then, proﬁt is going to
be the total revenue minus the explicit cost but then also subtracMng the
implicit costs.

Total Revenue
- Total Explicit Costs
- Total Implicit Costs
Economic Proﬁt
The quesMon you might have is, does this disMncMon really maQer? The
answer is yes. Failure to consider the implicit or opportunity cost could
lead you to a faulty conclusion in considering choices.
Consider this. A small farmer sells wheat. He manages to grow 20 bushels
of wheat which he can sell for €5 per bushel. This means of course that is
total revenue is €5 Mmes of 20 bushels or €100.
The farmers explicit cost of producMon are €40. Remember that explicit
cost are the direct cost of purchasing resources. What might this €40
represent? Maybe seeds, irrigaMon, machinery or workers. What's the
farmers accounMng proﬁt than? AccounMng proﬁt is the total revenue
minus the explicit cost

€100 - €40 = €60
So in this case you have €60 of proﬁt. The farmers happy when his
accountant tells him that he's earning $60 of proﬁt. However, then an
economist that he knows tells them that he's forgoQen something. What
about his opportunity cost?
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Suppose that the farmer could be working in town at the local burger
joint for €5 an hour. For every hour he spends farming he sacriﬁces €5
salary elsewhere so if for example farming took three, eight hour long
days for total of 24 hours his implicit cost would be €5 an hour Mmes the
24 hours it took him to grow to the wheat for €120.
What's the farmers economic proﬁt? Economic proﬁt was a total revenue
minus the explicit and implicit costs.

Total Revenue

€100

- Total Explicit Costs

- €40

- Total Implicit Costs

- €120

Economic Proﬁt

- €60

He actually losing €60. From an economic standpoint, the farmers losing
money and therefore, assuming as we are, that all producers are
interested in maximizing proﬁts, he would be beQer oﬀ working at the
local burger joint.
One last note, zero economic proﬁt is also known as a normal proﬁt. If
you ﬁnd a business owner is making a zero economic proﬁt it doesn't
mean that he is earning nothing. It means that revenues are enough to
cover all of your costs even the value of the owners Mme that could be
spent elsewhere doing his next best paying job.

Three Farming Examples
Suppose that there are three farmers, Andrew, Brian and Conor. They
have set up their farms next to each other and their farms are exactly the
same size. All three farmers are growing oats and their farming ability is
exactly the same. This means that they can expect to receive exactly the
same amount in revenue from their farming.
Also, they all hire one worker each, they buy the same amount of oats,
water and ferMliser. Finally they each pay a sub contractor to harvest the
oats. Each of these EXPLICIT COSTS are the same. If, for the year they
each earned €50,000 and their explicit costs (like the ones menMoned
above) were €20,000, then their AccounMng Proﬁt is €30,000.
Jonathan Traynor
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Andrew

Brian

Conor

€50,000

€50,000

€50,000

-€20,000

-€20,000

-€20,000

€30,000

€30,000

€30,000

Looking at these set of numbers above, from an accounMng standpoint,
they are all making an accounMng proﬁt of €30,000 each and as such are
all earning the same amount of accounMng proﬁt.
However, lets suppose that each of the worker have the following skills
which pay the following amounts.
Andrew is a qualiﬁed accountant and as such could earn €80,000 a year
working for KPMG.
Brian has been a qualiﬁed barista and could earn €30,000 working for
Starbucks.
Conor, has only ever farmed in his life and as such his next best
employment would be in Tesco’s earning €22,000 per year.
With this in mind, lets look again at proﬁt being earned by these
gentlemen and now calculate the Economic Proﬁt that each of them are
earning.
Economic Proﬁt

Andrew

Brian

Conor

€50,000

€50,000

€50,000

-€20,000

-€20,000

-€20,000

-€80,000

-€30,000

-€22,000

-€50,000

€0

€8,000

Looking at the three diﬀerent economic proﬁts listed above, we see a
very diﬀerent story than we did when we just looked at the accounMng
proﬁt. As Andrew has given up an accounMng job which would pay him
€80,000 a year, the opportunity cost (or implicit cost) of farming is very
Jonathan Traynor
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high. Therefore, very unlike the accounMng proﬁt, the economic proﬁt is
actually an economic loss, like we see in the previous diagrams on pages
8 and 9. This means that Andrew would be beQer oﬀ (from a ﬁnancial
point of view), leaving farming and going into accountancy.
Brian on the other hand has an economic proﬁt of zero, which is the
normal proﬁt we have seen on the previous diagrams on pages 10 and
11. In this case, Brian is earning the exact same through farming that he
would earn through working in Starbucks. If his income from farming fell,
he would be materially or ﬁnancially beQer oﬀ leaving his farm and
working for Starbucks.
Conor, who was earning an accounMng proﬁt of €30,000, is earning Super
Normal Proﬁt of €8,000. That means he is earning an economic proﬁt of
€8,000. This is the situaMon we see in the diagrams on pages 6 and 7. If
Conor was to leave his farming job and take up employment in his next
best alternaMve employment opportunity (Tesco’s), then he would be
€8,000 worse oﬀ.
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